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IN A PRODUCT SPACE
RELATIONS BETWEEN Hp AND Lp

JAN-OLOV STRÖMBERG AND RICHARD L. WHEEDEN

Abstract. Relations between Lpu and H¡¡ are studied for the product space

R1 x R1 in the case 1 < p < oo and u(xux2) = \Q\(x\)\p\Q2(x2)\pw(xi,X2),

where Q\ and Qi are polynomials and w satisfies the Ap condition for

rectangles. A description of the distributions in H¡¡ is given. Questions about

boundary values and about the existence of dense subsets of smooth functions

satisfying appropriate moment conditions are also considered.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study in a product space setting the problem of identifying

a weighted Hardy space 77^ with the corresponding weighted Lebesgue space

Lpu , 1 < p < oo . We restrict our attention to the special product R x R and

consider weight functions u of the form

u(xx,x2) = \Qx(xx)\p\Q2(x2)\pw(xx,x2),       x,,x2eR1,

where Qx and Q2 are polynomials in x¡ and x2, respectively, and w satisfies

the A   c<

such that

the A   condition for rectangles, i.e., w > 0 and there is a finite constant c

\W\JJ  w^xx'x2)dxldx2j ir^jj wixx,x2) x/{p X)dxxdx2)
P-X

<c

for all rectangles 7? with sides parallel to the coordinate axes.

Our main results are that, for such u, Hp and Lpu can be identified with

equivalence of norms provided all the roots of Qx and Q2 are real, while if

there are complex roots, Hp can be identified with a subspace of Lpu consisting

of functions for which certain moments vanish. Similar results in the non-

product case are given in [7 and 1]. These have had applications to fractional

integrals and Sobolev embedding theorems [2], as well as to Fourier transform

norm inequalities [5, 8].   Weights u of the form above are also of interest
-i/(p-i)

;ciaitgtc», in idti,   u

generally not locally integrable in either variable.

since they do not satisfy the A   condition for rectangles; in fact, u   np   ' is
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, wt uita ii me spate

1/P

By L?u , we mean the space

Lu = \f- \\fh>= (jj 2\fixx,x2)\pu(xx,x2)dxxdx2j     < oo I .

We shall often write // for //R2.

To define 77^, let S? = ^(R2) denote the Schwartz class of rapidly de-

creasing functions on R2, and let S?' = ^'(R2) be the dual class of tempered

distributions. For / eS*1 and tp e5?, let N(l) = N (I) denote the (product)

nontangential maximal function defined by

N(l)(xx,x2)=       sup       \(l,tp     (ç-,-.,{2-.)>|,
(ft A)er,(jc,)
(Í2 ,t2)€r2(x2)

where for i= 1,2, r¡(x¡) denotes the "cone" in R2   of pointa (Í,-,*,-) with

r£<-*/l < V<> y* > °' ^,,r2(xi'x2) = üXhi(l>{xJtx,x2lt2)i and (/,(//)

denotes the action of / on ^ . Then, by definition, 77^ is the collection of all

/ e 5?' such that N(l) e Lpu for some yx, y2 > 0 and some tp with // tp ̂  0.

All the weights u which we will consider belong to the class A^ = M >, A .

The condition that I e Hp is then independent of the particular choice of yx, y2

and tp ; in fact, as we shall see in Lemma (2.6), this is true if u merely satisfies

the doubling condition in each variable uniformly in the other variable. We

then set

W\\h> = WNil)\\K

for some particular choice of y,, y2 > 0 and some tp e3" with // tp ̂  0.

To describe how 77^ and Lpu are related, we consider a polynomial Q(x),

x e R , normalized so that

Q(x) = H(x-a k>
k=X

where {ak} are the distinct roots of Q, pk is the multiplicity of ak , and Q

has degree N = ^2pk- Assuming that all the roots are real, we consider the

partial fraction decomposition of l/Q given by

v^^      Ak,lEE
With this decomposition, we associate the distribution

n    Pk       A
Q Akl      (/_„

k = X l=X  v ''

where S(JX denotes the j th derivative of the delta function at a. (See [7].) If

F(x ,y) is a function of two variables, 3 F(x ,y) will denote the action of

3¡    on F as a function of y ; the result is a function of x .
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It is easy to check that

y \x-yj    Qix) y \x-yj

If tp(x) € S^(RX), let ^„ (x) be the interpolating polynomial defined by

^(x) = Q(x)^{^),       x€R'.

(See [7].)   The degree of fP® is N - 1, and the derivatives of tp and J3

up to order pk - 1  at ak are the same for k = 1, ... ,n . One of the main

results of [7] is that if 1 < p < oo and u(x) = \Q(x)\pw(x) with w e A (R ),

then Hp = Lpu; in fact, there is a unique correspondence between distributions

I e Hp and functions / e Lpu given by

/oo /(x)[^(x)-^e(x)]c7x,       ^e^(R'),
-oo

and ||/||„; « ||/||Lj.

Now let Qx(xx) and Q2(x2) by polynomials of degree A/,  and 7V2 all of

whose roots are real. If tp(xx ,x2) e ^(R ), let

(1.1)   y"e!(xpi2)

= Ql(xl)Q2{x2)3f?l®£
tp(yx ,x2) + tp(xx ,y2) - tp(yx ,y2)

(x1 -y,)(x2-y2)

To see how this function arises naturally in the product space setting, suppose

that tp is the product of one-dimensional functions: tp(xx ,x2) = tpx(xx)tp2(x2).

A simple computation then gives

(1.2)     tp(xx ,x2) -&* 'Q2(xx ,x2) = [tpx(xx)-^(xx)][tp2(x2)-^(x2)].

Although this formula holds only when tp is a product, the form of the right-

hand side together with the result mentioned above from [7] motivate the def-

inition of 3°^ 'Ql for general tp . Note that ^sCl 'Ql is not a polynomial even

if tp is a product.

We can now state our main results. To simplify notation, it will be convenient

to adopt a few conventions. We write

x = (x,,x2), z = (zx,z2), etc.,       xi,zi €R, i = 1,2;

t = (tx,t2),       tx,t2>0;

(x,t) = (x,,i1;x2,r2)eR2 xR2 ;

T(x) = T,(x,) x T2(x2) = {(Í,0 e R2 x R2 : (£. ,t.)e T,(x;), i = 1,2};

/(x) = /(x,,x2), / f(x)dx=       f(xx,x2)dxxdx2;

tpt(x) = t;Xt2-Xtp(xx/tx ,x2//2);       jf (x) =^'Q2(xx ,x2);

\Q(x)\p = \Qx(xx)Q2(x2)\p.
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We will prove the following results.

Theorem 1. Let 1 < p < oo and u = \Q\pw where Qx(xx) and Q2(x2) are

polynomials of degrees Nx and N2, respectively, with all real roots, and w e A

for rectangles. Let

f(x,t) = j f(z)[tpt(x-z)-&°(x_.)(z)]dz

where tp has the property that

l + \xx\)h+M(l + \x2\)h+M
71/    F>     \J2

4)(4)
is bounded for 0 < jx < Nx, 0 < j2< N2, and some M > 1. If

N(f)(x)=    sup    \f(i,t)\,
(S,t)er(x)

then there is a constant c independent of f such that \\N(f)\\LP < c\\f\\LP.

Theorem 2. Let I < p < oo and u = \Q\pw where Qx and Q2 are polynomials

with all real roots and w e A for rectangles. Then Hp and Lpu can be identified

in the following sense : there is a unique correspondence between distributions

/ € 77^ and functions f € Lpu given by

(l,tp) = j f(z)[tp(z)-^(z)]dz,      tpe^(R2).

Moreover, in this correspondence, \\l\\HP and \\f\\Lp are equivalent in the sense

that cx\\f\\LP < \\l\\Hp < c2\\f\\Lp for positive constants cx and c2 which are

independent of f and I.

In defining ^ and stating Theorems 1 and 2, we have assumed tacitly that

the degrees of both Qx and Q2 are positive, i.e., that neither Qx nor Q2 is

identically 1. If, e.g., Qx = 1 and Q2 ̂  1, we simply set

^w = e2(xÄf(^).

Similarly, if Qx s Q2 s 1, we set &% = 0.

Before stating a result which deals with the situation when QX,Q2 have

complex roots, we mention two facts which can be derived from the estimates

used to prove Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let p ,u,tp ,f and f(x, t) be as in Theorem 1. Then for a.e. x,

m,t) fix)jtp

as (Ç,t) —y x  nontangentially, i.e., as (^¡,t¡) —<■ (x¡,0)  in such a way that

(£,,?,) €T,(x.), 1 = 1,2.

Theorem 4. Let 1 < p < oo and u = \Q\pw where Qx and Q2 have only real

roots and w e A   for rectangles.   Then the class of Schwartz functions whose
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Fourier transforms have compact support not containing either axis is dense in

Lpu. In particular, the class of Schwartz functions f satisfying

i     f(xx ,x2)xkx dxx = /     f(xx ,x2)x2 dx2
J — oo J — oo

= // f(xx,x2)xx x2 dxxdx2 = 0

for kx,k2 = 0,l ,2,...  is dense in Lpu .

For the case of complex roots, note that if qx (xx ) is a polynomial which has

a total number d of complex roots, then

\qx(xx)\*(l + \xx\)d\Qx(xx)\

where Qx is a polynomial with only real roots.

Theorem 5. Let I < p < oo, dx and d2 be positive integers and

u = (l + \xx\)d,p(l + \x2\fp\Q\pw

where Q = Qx(xx)Q2(x2), Qx and Q2 are polynomials with only real roots,

and w e Ap for rectangles. Then Hp can be identified with the subspace of Lpu

which consists of those f elf satisfyingu

f-OO

/     f(xx ,x2)Qx(xx)xkx¡ dxx = /     f(xx ,x2)Q2(x2)x22dx2 = 0
J— oo J—oo

for a.e. x2 and a.e. xx, respectively, and for kx = 0,1,... ,dx — 1 and k2 =

0,1, ... ,d2- I. The identification is given by I = f, I e Hp, f e Lpu, where

(l,tp) = j f(z)[tp(z) -^(z)]dz,       tpe^(R2),

and \\l\\H, « ||/||LS.

In case, e.g., dx = 0, the result remains true for the space of functions f e Lpu

with

/.
f(xx, x2)Q2(x2)x2 dx2 = 0,       k2 = 0,l, ... ,d2- I.

The proofs of Theorems 1-5 are given in §§4-8, respectively. In §2, we list as

lemmas a few facts which will be needed in the proofs. We also show why the

definition of 77^ is independent of the cone apertures and of the convolution

function tp. In §3, we derive the basic kernel estimates which are needed to

prove Theorem 1.

2. Preliminaries

i facts about A    *

familiar fact that ^(x,, x2) e A   for rectangles (with sides parallel to the axes)

We shall use a few known facts about A    weights.   For example, it is a
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if and only if w e A (R ) in each variable uniformly in the other—i.e., iff for

a.e. x. and every interval [a, b] c R1 ,

rb p-X

\b^a~ja wixxyx2)dx2j (y~ja w(xx,x2)   X,(p  X) dx2\       <C

for a finite constant C which is independent of both xx and [a, b], as well

as a similar statement with the roles of x, and x2 interchanged. The least

constant C for which such an inequality holds is called the A constant of w .

The following two lemmas are special cases of the one-dimensional Hardy's

inequality derived in [3].

Lemma (2.1). If 1 < p < oo, tie A (Rx) and a is real, then

r \[ l-^lû^ïï)   v(s)ds<c T \f(s)\pv(s)ds
J-oo  \J\r-a\>\s-a\ Va\ ) J-oo

with c equal to a constant multiple independent of a, f and v of the A con-

stant of v.

Lemma (2.2). If I < p < oo, v e Ap(R ) and a is real, then

r ( TT-rTx Í l-^l dr)   v(s) ds < c [°° \f(s)\pv(s) ds
J-oo \\s - a\ J\r-a\<\s-a\ j J-oo

with c equal to a constant multiple independent of a, f and v of the A con-

stant of v.

In this form, Lemma (2.2) also follows immediately from [4].

We shall use the following known fact (see Lemma (5.4) of [7]) about distri-

butions on R .

Lemma (2.3). Let I e 5*'(R ) be a distribution with compact support such that

I € H\q\pw for some p, I < p < oo, where Q is a polynomial on R of degree N

with all real roots, and w e A (R ). Then (I, x ) = 0 for k = 0,1, ... ,N— 1.

In particular, if (l,tp) = (l,&>®) for all tp eS"(RX), then 1 = 0.

We say that u(xx ,x2) has doubling order vx in the x¡-variable (uniformly

in x2) if for any intervals 7 c / c R   and any x2,

/ u(xx,x2)dxx < c ( J—H       u(xx,x2)dxx

with c independent of 7, J and x2. A similar terminology applies to the other

variable.

The purpose of the next three lemmas is to show that the definition of (prod-

uct) Hp is independent of the cone apertures yx,y2 and of the particular con-

volution function tp , provided that u is doubling in each variable uniformly
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in the other variable. We shall use the notation

Nny2<pil)iXX'X2)= SUP \(l*<Ptl,h)«lA)\-
lft-xi|<n»i
\Î2-X2\<Ï2t2

Lemma (2.4). Let u(xx ,x2) satisfy the doubling condition in each variable uni-

formly in the other, and let vx and v2 be the doubling orders of u in the x,

and x2 variables, respectively. Then for kx,k2 = 0,l ,2, ...  and 0 < p < oo,

with c independent of kx,k2,yx ,y2,l and tp .

Proof. For fixed a > 0, let

E = {x:N2ksn2k2yiip(l)(x)>a},

F = {x-N2^,y2,,(l)ix)>a},

G = {x:Nny2y(l)(x)>a}.

We shall use the notation u(E) for fE udx . It is enough to show that u(E) <

c2 >l/>+ 2"2u(G) with c independent of a,kx,k2,yx,y2,l and tp. We shall do

this by showing that u(E) < c2klV2u(F) and u(F) < c2k'Vlu(G) for such c.

If (x°x ,x2) e E, there is a rectangle

R = (ft - x°x\ < 2k,yxtx) x (|i2 - x2°| < 2k2y2t2) = Rx x R2

such that |(/ * tpt t )(£, ,<j;2)| > a at some point (ÇX,Ç2) eR. By definition of

N2kiy¡ yi9(l), it follows that N2k¡n n<fl(l) > a on the entire rectangle

S = (\xx - tfx\ < 2k'yxtx) x (|x2 -{2°| < y2t2) = Sx x S2,

i.e., S C F. Therefore, since xx e Sx, we see that (xx ,x2) e F if x2 e S2.

Note also that |52| = 2~ 2\R2\ and consequently, for some c > 0,

/   u(xx ,x2)dx2 > c2   2"2 /   u(xx,x2)dx2
Js2 Jr2

uniformly in x, by the doubling property of u . Moreover, S2 c 2R2 . Thus,

/    xF(x°x ,x2)u(x°x ,x2) dx2 / /    u(x°x,x2)dx2
J1R2 I    J2R2

> /  XFix°i ,x2)u(x°x ,x2)dx2 / /    u(x°x,x2)dx2
JS2 I    J2R2

= /  u(xx ,x2)dx2     \    u(xx ,x2)dx2 > c2~ 2"2.
Js2 I   ¡2R2

If we let M(u    denote the one-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood maximal function

with respect to u in the second variable, i.e.,

Mu2)ig)ixl,x2)= sup /  \g(xx,x2)\u(xx,x2)dx2l / u(xx ,x2)dx2,
h3x2 Jl2 I    Jj2
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it follows since x2 e 2R2 that

M{2)(xF)(x°x,x02)>c2-k2"2.

Therefore, E c {(xx ,x2): M(2)(xF)(xx ,x2) > c2~klV2} , and

u(E) < // u(xx,x2)dx2dxx
JJ{x2: M¡i!)(XF)(xl,x2)>c2-k2-'2}

< c2 lVl j j xF(x{ ,x2)u(xx ,x2)dx2dxx

= c2klVlu(F)

by weak-type (1,1) for the one-dimensional maximal function.  This proves

the first of the desired inequalities. The argument showing that F c {(x, ,x2) :

M{X)(xG){xx ,x2) > c2~kl"'} , and consequently that u(F) < c2k>V]u(G), is sim-

ilar. This proves the lemma.

Lemma (2.5). Let tp,ip e ^(R2), j tp ^ 0, and let X be a positive constant.

Then

#1,1,„(')(*)

<c    sup    \(l*tp     «.^»ifl + liL^rVi + JAzàlV'
(í/^OeR2. V lx      t      \ l2      /

i=l,2

with c independent of I and x.

Proof. If we add the restriction tx = t2 to both sides above, the resulting in-

equality follows from the known inequality (see, e.g., [6])

sup       \(l*w,tm\<c   sup   \(l*(p   )^)\(\ + \^ï)   "  ,

x = (x, ,x2), £ = (f, ,Ç2), since |x, -£,| < t and |x2 -<j;2| < t clearly implies

that |x - £1 < 2t, and for all x, £ and A > 0,

The constant c above is independent of / and x .

Next, for a > 0, if we apply this special case at the point (xx/a,x2) to the

dilated distribution la defined by
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and note that (la * 6tJ)(Çx ,Ç2) = (I * datl)(a^x ,$2), we easily obtain

sup    \d*Watt)i^,Q\
ft ,ft ,t

\i¡-x,\<at

\(2-Xl\<t

Since c is independent of a, this is equivalent to the desired inequality.

Lemma (2.6). Let u(xx ,x2) satisfy the doubling condition in each variable uni-

formly in the other. Let tp, y/ e S^(R2), / tp ̂  0, and let yx, y2, ax, a2 > 0.

Then

with c independent of I.

Proof. By Lemma (2.4), we may assume yx = y2 = ax = a2 = 1. By Lemma

(2.5), for A>0,

OO

NliX„(l)(x)<c   £   N2k{2h<v(l)(x).2-kiX-k2k.

k, ,k2=0

Thus, by Lemma (2.4),

\\"x,x,,d)\\L,<c  £   2^+k2^2-^+^\\NXAJl)\\Lp
k, ,k2=0

= c\\NxaJI)\\lp

provided we choose a sufficiently large. This completes the proof.

Lemma (2.7). If dx and d2 are nonnegative integers, then

<''0' ■**(*, ,x2) = &? 'Ö2(x, ,x2) + Ö,(x,)ß2(x2)

X {^,-.(^1)^-1^2) + Pd2-xiX2)Gd,-xiXx)}

where Pd _,, Pd _, are polynomials of degrees dx-l, d2 - 1, respectively, and

Gd _,, Gd _, are functions satisfying

\Gd¡_x(xx)\<c(l + \xx\d'-x),       \Gd2_x(x2)\<c(l + \x2f2-x).

The polynomials Pd _,, Pd _, as we// as i/ie functions Gd _ x, Gd _, way tfV-

pe«í7 o« $0, Q, a«¿7 ß2. In case either dx or d2 is 0, we interpret the corre-

sponding polynomial to be 0.

Proof. We shall use the following formula (see Lemma (2.7) of [7]) for polyno-

mials of a single variable x € R1 :

(2.8) ^f =3sQ +3xQ(x).Q.
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Consider first the case dx = 1, d2 = 0. We shall assume that deg Qx > 0.

By definition,

^■Q2(xx,x2)

xxqx(xx)q2(x2)2^^2 {^"^ + *r.;*2) -^y2)\-\\i,\\^\)\C2\^2l-"yx

,02
= e2(*2)^2 x.ß.(xl^lv    X> -"y,

yi   I (xx-yx)(x2-y2) J

,e, f<pjxx,y2) + <pjyx,x2)-<p(yx,y2)'

(xx-yx)(x2-y2)

Now applying (2.8) to the term in square brackets for the variable xx and the

function i//(z) = (tp(xx ,y2) + tp(z ,x2) - tp(z ,y2))/(x2- y2), we obtain

^lQuQ\xx,x2)

Q2iX2^y2
0 {x )aQi (^(x1,y2) + y(y1,x2)-^(y,,y2)

^  '     y>   I ixx-yx)ix2-y2)

= ^"Q2(xx,x2) + Qx(xx)Q2(x7

+&«qi f^xx.y2) + <p(yi,x2)-y(yt>y2)\ g ( )

v v*2—y 2) J
,Qiq¡x\Q\

y\y^2'   '   ^\\^l/^2^2'-^y2 ~^y,

'<pjxx ,y2) + tp(yx ,x2) - tp(yx ,y2y

x2-y2

In the last term on the right above we may drop the first of the three terms in

the numerator since

0

^•(M)..;^2

in fact, <p(xx ,y2)l(x2 - y2) is independent of y,, while 3*lQl is a linear

combination of derivatives with respect to yx of order at least one (since x, Qx

has degree at least 2). Moreover, for the remaining two terms we can write

(2.9) 31..yi
y/(x2) - w(y2

x2-y2

where y/(z) = 3*'Qi (tp(yx, z)). It is easy to see that (2.9) is a function of x2

alone, and that it is bounded in absolute value by a multiple of (1 + |x2|)~  .

Thus, we have shown that

(2.10) ^lQ"Q2(xx ,x2) = ^"Q2(xx ,x2) + Qx(xx)Q2(x2)H_x(x2),

with |77_,(x2)| < c(l + |x2|)"' .

This formula was derived in case degß, > 0.

If deg(2, =0, then ß, = 1 and

&
xt.Qi

\X. j-^2/ — \¿y^
Q2G,xx (tp(xx ,y2) + tpjyx ,x2) - tpjyx ,y2)

2^2'-"y2 -"yy. x2-y2

= Q2ix2)3^
2^2>-"y2

i<pjxx,y2)\

\ x2 - y2 )
+ QliX2)S>;;(f^¿±^A)
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The first term on the right equals ^Jr. .Ax2)  and the second term can be

treated as above.

Analogous results hold for â0^ 'XlQl.

For the general case, we argue by induction on dx,d2. Write

cpXdi 2, ,xä22Q2 _cpX\(*f ' ~' Ci ) ,xd22Q2

jí'-ft 42Q2 + (xf-1ß,)(x2J2ß2)77_1(x2)       (by 2.10)

?"ß2 + ß1Ö2{/J,,_2^1)^2_1(x2) + JPii2_I(x2)G,_2(x1)}

+ (xf'-1ß1)(x2i2ß2)77_1(x2)

Ar¿l ~~ ' O   xdl O
by applying the induction assumption to ¿P ' ' 2 . We may rewrite the

third term on the right as

(xf-1ß1)(x2/2ß2)77_,(x2) = QxQ2xd;-XFdi_x(x2)

where

Fd2_x(x2)=xd2H_x(x2) = 0((l + \x2\f-X),

and then combine this term with the other terms above to complete the proof

of the lemma.

3. Kernel estimates

In this section, we derive the kernel estimates on which our proofs are based.

As usual, we use the notation Q(x) = Q(xx ,x2) = Qx(xx)Q2(x2) where ß, and

ß2 are polynomials of degree Nx and 7V2, respectively, with all real zeros. We

also write 7>£ = dh /<9x/' , etc.

Lemma (3.1). Let tp(x) be a function on R2 for which DixDix1tp is bounded for

j\ < A^, and j2 < N2, and let

%=       sup       \Dx\DJx22<p(xx,x2)\.
(x, ,x2)eR2

J,<Nt ,j2<N2

Then

|,(x)-^(x)|<ccp(TTÄL,       x = {Xi,X2),

with c independent of tp and x.

Proof. Let R be a positive number which is larger than the absolute value of

every root of Qx and every root of ß2. We consider four cases. In case both

|x,| > 27? and |x2| > 27?, write tp(x) - 9a®(x) as

n(r)ç?Q><ZQ2 [ <P(xx yx2) - y(y, ,x2) - tp(xx ,y2) + tp(yx ,y2) \

ÜW*y>y>\ (Xi-yl){X2-y2) )■

By simply applying Leibniz's differentiation rule term-by-term, we see this is

bounded in absolute value by cc \Q(x)\/\xxx2\.
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In case |x,| < 27? and |x2| > 27?, we write the expression in the form

Q(x)3iQi3iQ2 ftM*1'*2) ~ i>iyx'x2))/ixi -yx)]- li<p(x\,y2) - <p(yx,yi))l(x\ -vQ] 1

= Q(x)9$9£

JÎ/q'IPs^Çvi + *i(*i -yx\x2)dsi - $QÍDxxv)(y\ +Sj(xx -yj),y2)ds¡

\ x2-y2

Now performing the indicated differentiations in y, and y2 and using the

fact that |x21 is large, we see this is bounded in absolute value by cc \Q(x)\/\x2\.

Since |x, | is bounded, we obtain the desired estimate. The case when |x, | > 27?

and |x2| < 27? is similar.

Finally, in case both |x,| < 27? and |x2| < 27?, we write the expression as

■*i(*i -yx),y2 + s2(x2-y2))dsxds2\ .Q(x)3?;3*\[fj\Dxpx2tp)(yx+.

<z

M*» dz.

By Leibniz's rule, this is bounded in absolute value by cc \Q(x)\, and the lemma

follows.

By using Lemma (3.1), we can show that if f e Lpu for u = \Q\pw with

w e A   for rectangles, 1 < p < oo, and if /, is defined by

(lf,tp) = j J(z)[tp(z)-^(z)]dz,        tpeS?(R2),

then L defines a tempered distribution. In fact, by Lemma (3.1),

\(lf,tp)\< j\f(z)\\tp(z)-^(z)\di

</l/(z)Kn+lzll)(1+lz2l)

Thus, by Holder's inequality, \(lf,<p)\ < ccJI/H^J^ where

(f w(z)-x,{p-l) Y/P'
(3.2) J=\\   -^^,-wdz\       ,        l/p+l/p' = l.

\U(i + \zx\)p(i + \z2\)p   ;

If we show that J*" is finite, it will follow easily from the definition of c^ that

/, is a tempered distribution. To accomplish this, we first claim that if 7?j x is

a square of edgelength 1 and 7?r r denotes the rectangle with the same center

as 7?, , whose x(-edgelength is r¡, i = 1,2, then if w e As for rectangles we

have

(3.3) îij(7?ri>r2)<cr;r2îi7(7?]1),       r,,r2>l.

In fact, if w e As then

\ s-x

-i H -/fx^JRr,,, VxhJRr
W     ' <C,
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and so since Rx x c Rr r ,

-I A(-f
y-X

-1/(5-1)1 -w   ' < c.

Then, by Holder's inequality,

s-i

fxr2JRri,r2 )Wl)
w        <c,

v-'R] ,1

which proves the claim.

Now let Rr¡ ri be centered at the origin, and write

Sp' =j(l + \zx \)-p'(l + \z2\rP'w(z)-x/{p-X) dz

=   L      +    ¿2     /2*>-'<|Zl|<2*.
JRl-<      k, ,k2=XJ2k2-l<\z2\<2k2

^   I — 1/Cp— 1)  j V^    ~,-p'{k,+k2)   / -l/(p-l)   ,<        w   n     ' dz+   2^   2    v / w dz
JR\ i i.  v. — \ JR.t, .i.'•' it, ,k2=X " ^2*1,2*2

Since y; € ^p for rectangles, we have iu_l'(p_1) e Ap,_e for rectangles for

some e > 0. Thus, by (3.3) applied to w~x'lj'~x) with s = p - e,

oo

^''< If    w-x/(p-x)dz\ ll+c £  2-p,{ki+k2)it V(fci+A:2),(p'-e)(fci+fc2)

.      / -1/ip-l) j< c /     w    /u^   ' dz <oo.
Jr, ,

Lemma (3.4). Le? {aj1'} ¿z«é7 {ß27)} denote the roots of Qx and Q2, respectively,

and let E'J denote the set of points of R which are closer to (a, , a2j) ) than

to any other (a\ \a2). Given a function tp and a number M > 1, let

AvM =       sup      (1 + \zx\)h+M(\ + \z2l)J2+M\DJ>Dj¿tp(zx,z2)\.
(z, ,z2)eR2

Ji<Nx,j2<N2

Then for z e(zx,z2) e E'J,

Wx-z)-^U,(z)|

<caJ<M(--„J,-^+ 1 Ï
-     *>M\Qix)\\\xx-af\ + \zx-af\     tx(l + \xx-zx\ltxfj

1 1
+

|x2 - a2j)\ + \z2 - a2j)\ + \z2 - a2J>\     t2(l + \x2 - z2\/t2,
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x = (x,, x2), t = (tx,t2), t x, t2 > 0, with c independent of x,z ,t,tp and M.

EiJ = E

'      ii (')i i Mi)
i = yi- lzi ~ax \ = mkm\zx~ax 1}

Proof. Note first that EiJ = E[ x e{ where

and

i = ^ z2-a2
17),

min|z2 - a2
(/),

The lemma will be proved by using the following one-dimensional estimate (see

Lemma (3.3) of [7]): for a function tp(z), zeR1, and a polynomial Q(z),

z e R , with all real roots,

(3.5)

|9>,(x-z)-^_,(z)| Qiz)3
Q j <pt(x - z) - <pt(y - z)

z-y

< c
lß(z)

x - a \+ z - a
+ |p.(x-z)| r >0,

where a is the root of ß which is closest to z , and

n   =    sup   (l + |z|)J+1|7)>(z)|.
z€R'

7<deg(2

To see how the lemma follows from this estimate, let (z, , z2) e E    , and

define for fixed x2, z2 and t2,

i//(zx) = y/(zx;x2,z2,t2)

=ß2(^2V*2/-'Ä
Z-, —

2-y2

A computation gives

»,«* - ») -<«,-,<*> = e,u,)af ('-"'-'■'-'■■"'-*)z,-y,

By applying (3.5) to the right-hand side, we obtain

(3.6)    ¡^(x-z)-^.^)!

Iôi(zi)l Í nw
< c

ß,(*,)l Ii. _a(')| + ,z    ao
ÏÏ7 + l<M*i ~zx

■i     "i i     "i

where

n   =   sup (l + |z|,r" + 1|7y>U,)l-
z€R'

Of course, n    depends on x2,z2 and t2 since ip does.
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To estimate the right side of (3.6), first note from the definition of y/ and

(3.5) that

lv(z.)l<c
«(z.)\Q2iz2)\

lß2(*2)l [\x,-a[j)\ + \Zl-
+

U)
2-"2   I T- l*2 ~ "2

k(z,) = sup(l + |z2|)j2+1|7);z2^(z1,z2)|
z2€R'
72<Af¡

'/l'"^

-M
Clearly, by definition of A   M, we have h(zx) < A   M(l + |z,|) '" , M > 1,

uniformly in z, . In particular, by dilation and translation,

(3.7)    \¥t(xx-zx)\

<c
\Q2izl^V 1 1 1

ie2(*2)l V 9Mh(l+^=f^)M\x2-af\+\z2-a^\

+ \(Pl¡,t2iXX-ZX'X2-Z2)

To estimate nw , write (1 + \zx\)J> + xip    (z,) as
v

./i+l,
(i + iz.iyT,ß2(z

^z>(Z"^)-^>(Zl'^)l
2^2^2 Z2-y2

By (3.5), this is bounded in absolute value by

(3.8)
JQ2(z2)\ ( h(zx)

-^)| + ?2(1 + |Zll)yi
v2      "2

^z>(Zl>

*2_Z2

where

h(zx)=  sup (l + |z2|);'2+1(l + |zJ)yi+1|Z)jiyz>(z1,z2)|.
z.eR1
J2<N2

Clearly, h(zx) < A   M uniformly in zx by definition of A   M. Similarly, the

second term inside the square brackets in (3.8) is bounded by

1 1

9 M th (j + &=fA
M

Thus

(3.9)      n    < cA
\Q2iz2)\ 1 1

2v-*2;i    x, - -aW\ + t

1
M

c2-^| + |z2-a2^|     t2íx + {x2^¿Y

The lemma now follows by combining (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), and by using in

(3.8) the fact that

i        ,                        u^ a       l            1               1            1
\<Pu,<Sxx - zx >x2 - z2)\ < a<p,mJ--~T^M ■ T~- ~Wm

(l + l£Lz£d)M    W+lÄjal)
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4. Proof of Theorem 1

Let (£,*) = ({,,*, ;Ç2,t2) e T(x) = T^x,) x T2(x2), and write

/({,<) = j f(z)[tpt(H - z)-^_.)(z)]dz

where 7s'J is defined as in Lemma (3.4). We will consider each term of the

sum separately. Fix /' and j and write a\'^ = ax, a2j) = a2 and E'J = E

for simplicity. Thus, for the rest of the argument, z e E and the estimates of

Lemma (3.4) hold. With xx ,ZX ,tx and x2,£2,r2 fixed, let

d(z  z2) = tp
tx~xx

+ *!.■
£7     x2

+ z.
a n

Note that |£, - xx\/tx < yx  and \Ç2 - x2\/t2 < y2, where yx  and y2 are the

apertures of Tx(xx) and T2(x2). Moreover, note that

f¿t - *) - *£«->« - eM -z)- K*-)W ■

Thus, by applying Lemma (3.4) to the right-hand side, we obtain

\9^-z)-^_.)(z)\<cABtM^{K(x,z,t)

where

K(x,z,t) = +
\xx-ax\ + \zx-ax\     tx

M

x, -o, + \z.-a.
+

(l + Ja^al)

1 1

'2 (1 + Jfizfil^

Note that in this estimate we have Ag M (which also depends on x,£,t) rather

than A M . However, Ae M < cA M uniformly in x,£, t if (Ç,t) e T(x) ; in

fact,

sup   (l + i^jr1   (i + \z2\y2
z, ,z2

j¡<N¡,J2<N2

Ae,M -

(M^i.Mmt U

and since if |<J(. - x.|/i(. < y(., / = 1,2, we have

<
1    +   \Z;

i + y¡     i + \!L=£L + z
li

it follows easily that Ae M < cA   M uniformly.

< 1 + y i,
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In particular

(4.1)        sup     f \f(z)\\tpt(^-z)-^_.)(z)\dz

^cA<rMT7¡7ZV\  sup   f\fiz)QizWix,z,t)dz.

To prove the theorem, we must show that the LPQ,„W norm of the expression of

the left of (4.1) is bounded by a constant times the same norm of /. By (4.1),

it is enough to show that (with g = fQ) the LP  norm of

(4.2) sup   / \g(z)\K(x,z,t)dz
il ,t2>0J

is at most c||£||L„ . For fixed x = (x, ,x2), we divide the domain of integration

in (4.2) into the following four regions:

I:{(*i,*2)

II: {(zx,z2): \zx

z, -ax\ >\xx-ax\,\z2

ax\>\xx

a2\ > \x2 -

- a2\ < \x2

a2\)y

-a2\},

III: {(zx,z2): \zx -ax\ < \xx -ax\,\z2-a2\ > 1X2-02!},

IV: {(z,,z2): \zx ax\<\xx a2\ < |x2-aJ}.

For the part of (4.2) with integration extended over region I, we have the bound

SUP    /L-a.Hx.-fl.llgi
ii,r2>oyy|Z2_a2|>|x2-a2|

z\yz2)\

y]^0
dz^

\gizx'z2)xlz _     i
|z2-a2|>|*2-a2l lz2      "2I

')

dz,

dz, dz.

\zl -«il

1*1 -«11

M{X)g(xx, z2).   dZl     + cMiX)Mi2)g(xx ,x2),
1    z Iz2 — a21 '    z

where M' ,AT ' and MM are respectively the classical one-dimensional

Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator in the first variable, the same operator

in the second variable, and the iterated Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator.

To obtain the last inequality, we have chosen the constant M > 1 and used

the standard majorization of an approximation of the identity by the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function. Each of the last four terms has Lpw norm

bounded by c||g||IP , 1 < p < 00, by repeated use of Lemma (2.1), the princi-

pal result of [4] in the one-dimensional case, and the previously mentioned fact
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that since w e A   for rectangles, w e A (R ) on almost every line parallel to

either axis uniformly in the other variable.

The arguments for the parts of (4.2) with the integration extended over re-

gions II, HI and IV are similar. For II, the bound is

sup   //
i, ,t2>0J J\z¡-a|z,-ai|>|x,-a, |

|z2-a2|<|jr2-a2|

\g{2.,Z2)\x

2-a2l     *, /, , \x2-z2\Y
dzx dz2

—f Í
a2\ ^Iz2-a2|<k2-a2l    J\z,-a,\>\x,-a,

\giziyz2)\]
dz,

+ c

_   |z,-iJl[>|x1-a,| ' '    2  '\z\ -<L\X

f ir(2)    / ■      dz,
/ M   g(zx,x7

J\z,-a,\>\x,-a,

dz.

\zi -a,l

M(x)g(xx, z2) dz2 + cM[X)M(2)g(xx ,x2).

îi-ai|>|xi-fli|

\x2-a2\ J]Z2_a2]<]X2_ai]

Note that the third term is actually less than the fourth. At any rate, each of

the terms can again be treated by Hardy's inequalities (2.1) and (2.2), and [3].

Region III is similar to II by symmetry. Finally, for IV, the bound is

iY  _a iiv  _a i //*i-«il<l*i-«il l£(2i . z2)l dzx dz2
|x,     a,||x2    a2\ j j ^2_ai^X2_a^

+ c---j M(2)g(z   x2)dzx
\XX ~ax\ 7|Zl-ai|<|x,-a,|

+ c-.-l-- [ M{X)g(xx,z2)dz2 + cM(X)M(1)g(xx,x2).
1*2 - Û2I J\Z2-a2\<\x2-a2\

Each of these is majorized by the last, and Theorem 1 follows.

5. Proof of Theorem 2

Let ß, and ß2 be polynomials on R with all real roots, let ß(x) =

ß,(x1)ß2(x2), x = (x, ,x2), and u(x) = |ß(x)|pii;(x) with w e A for rect-

angles. We begin the proof of Theorem 2 by noting that Lpu is continuously

embedded in 77^ ,  1 < p < oo, in the sense that if f e Lpu and lf is defined

by

(lf,tp) = fJ(x)[tp(x)-^(x)]dx,       tpeS^(R2),

then L is a tempered distribution in 77^ and \\lf\\HP < c\\f\\LP. In fact, this is

a corollary of the discussion following Lemma (3.1) and of Theorem 1.

To prove the other half of Theorem 2, we will show that if / e Hp there

exists f e Lp such that / = lf and < oil * Hi .  For fixed  \p e <9>(R¿)
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with / y/ = 1, let

l(xx,sx;x2,s2) = (l*i//s¡S2)(xx,x2).

By hypothesis, sup5| i2>0 \l(xxsx ;x2 ,s2)\ e Lpu . Thus, taking sx = s2 = s, we see

that \\l(.,s;-,s)\\Lp is uniformly bounded in 5 > 0 by cPH^ . In particular,

there is a sequence s{k) -* 0 and a function f e Lpu such that /(• ,s( ] ;-,s( ')

converges weakly in Lpu to /, and \\f\\Lp < c\\l\\HP. Let lf be the distribution

induced by /, i.e.,

(//,<P) = f fix)[tpix) -&?(x)]dx,       tpe^(R2),

and let fx\sx ,s2) be the distribution induced by l(xx ,sx ;x2,s2), i.e.,

(l(X)(Sx,S2),tp)= fl(xx,Sx;X2,S2)[tp(x)-^(x)]dx.

As shown by the discussion following Lemma (3.1), tp - 3s® e Lpu_in„_l) (the

dual space of Lp). It then follows from the weak convergence mentioned above

that l(X)(s(k) ,s(k)) -» lf as distributions.7
., >s2)Now define l(2)(sx ,s2)e <9>'(R2) by

(5.1) (l(2)(sx,s2),tp) = f l(xx,sx;x2,s2)tp(x)dx,       tpe^(R2).

This is well-defined since l(xx,sx;x2,s2) is a locally bounded function of

(x, ,x2) which is also in Lp (see also (5.3)). By well-known facts about dis-

tributions, /( (s, ,s2) —y I as distributions when sx ,s2 —» 0. Hence, in order

to show that / = lf, and thus complete the proof, it is enough to show that

/(1)(i, ,s2) = f1\sx ,s2). For tp e S"(R2), we obtain by subtracting the two

formulas above that

(5.2) (l(2)(sx,s2)-l(X)(sx,s2),tp) = f l(xx,sx;x2,s2)¿?°(x)dx.

Note that by definition

&?{x) = Qx(xx)Q2{x2)9*2£
ViyXyX1) + tp(x.,y2)-f(y.,y2)

(x, -y,)(x2-y2)

= Px,X2ixx) + P2,xSx2) + Pixxyx2)y

where 7*, x (x, ) is a polynomial in xx of degree Nx - 1 whose coefficients are

bounded functions of x2, P2 x (x2) is a polynomial in x2 of degree 7V2 - 1

whose coefficients are bounded functions of x, , and P(xx ,x2) is a polynomial

in x, ,x2 of degree (/V, - 1)(N2 - 1). We claim that

(i) the resulting integrals in (5.2) converge absolutely;

(ii) for sx ,s2 > 0, l(xx ,sx ;x2,52) has one dimensional x,-moments of order

< /V - 1 equal to 0 for / = 1,2.
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Once these claims are established, it will follow immediately from Fubini's

?,,52) = l{X)(sx,s2)theorem and (5.2) that li2\s. ,s2) = /(l)(i, ,s2), as desired, and the proof of

Theorem 2 will be complete.

To prove claim (i), we will show that

(5.3) / |/(Xj ,sx ;x2,52)|(l + |x,|)*,-I(l + Ix-J)^2-1 dx < oo

By Holder's inequality, the integral in (5.3) is at most

(5.4) (f \l(xx,s2-,x2,s2)f(l + \xx\flP(l + \x2\f2Pw(x)dx\

y(r     w(Xyx/{p-x)

x [J (i+\xx\r'(i+\x2\r

The second factor is finite by the argument given after (3.2). To show that the

first factor is finite, given sx, sx > 0, let Qs s   be the complement of

Up

Up'

Tdx

M

(X, ,x2).
x. - a\'\ < sx/4   for some i, or

y \x2 - a2'\ < s2/4   for some ; ;

i.e., Qs s is the points not belonging to any of the strips of width jsx centered

around the lines x, = a[l), or to any of the strips of width \s2 centered around

x2 = a2x, where {a[l)} and {a2})} are the zeros of Qx and ß2, respectively.

Let

/?5,,i2(xi'x2) = {(zi>z2): lz, -*/l< s,y i= 1'2>-

If sx and s2 are small, there is a constant c > 0 such that for any (Xj ,x2),

KJxx,x2)naSij>c\RSijxx,x2)\.

Also, since (x, ,sx;x2, s2) lies in the product cone at any point of 7?^ j2(x,, x2),

we have

|/(x, ,5, ;x2 ,s2)\ < N(l)(zx, z2)   if (z,, z2) e Rs¡ A(x, ,x2).

Moreover, for such (zx,z2),

1 + |x;| < 1 + |z(.| + |x;. - zt\ < 1 + |z(.| + s¡

<c(l + |z,|),        1 = 1,2.

Hence,

,%,,    .   i      <^N2p 1
|/(x, ,s. ;x2,52)|(l + |jc.|r*(l + |x2|)"2" < C-—IV    i>   n    2'2/i\ I   11/       v i   21/ W(R        (X.,X2))

if N(l)(zx, z2)'(l + |z, 1)^(1 + |z2|f 2^(z,, z2) dzx dz2 .
J JRs.JAxi ,jc2)nns. ,„
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It follows by integration that the pth power of the first factor in (5.4) is at most

cfj      N(l)(z)p(l + \zx\f'p(l + \z2\f2Pw(z)

*[fl i »Wf      ̂ dx)dz
\JjRSl,S2(zl,z2)W(RSiJxx,X2))        J

< c if      N(l)(z)p(l + \zx\f'p(l + \z2\f2Pw(z)dz,
J JnS] ,s2

since for (x, ,x2) e Rs¡ ^(z,, z2), we have w(RSi A(x, ,x2) « w(Rs¡ ^(z,, z2))

and therefore
w(x)¡I ,J2(z,,z2)^(^1>i2(*l>*2))

Finally, if (z,, z2) e Q$| J2, then

rfjc« 1

(í + iz.D^d+izJ^^c, jß1(z1)nß2(z2)r'1W       ^ T l'2U        - "'s, ,s2lvilv   1;|   l^2^2

s¡,s2

and consequently the integral above is at most

= c,JQ(z)\p,

cs,*ff      N(l)(z)p\Q(z)\pw(z)dz<^C,   JI'IIh»
4' '*2 XQlPw

i, ,s2

In particular, (5.3) is true for sx ,s2 small. The argument for sx ,s2 > c > 0 is

similar and simpler. This completes the proof of the first claim (i).

To prove the second claim (ii), let us first show that for fixed sx,s2 > 0,

l{2)(sx ,s2) e HpQ]Pw (see (5.1) for the definition of l{2)(sx ,s2)). Since / e HpQ]Pw

and
(2)

I   (s,,s,)*tp. . = (I * w     )*<P.  . = I * (w      * tp, . ),
\ui >"2/    y ¡\ ,t2      v      ™i, ,i2y    Tt],t2 ^^s¡,s2    Yt\,t2>y

it suffices to show that

sup      \I*(VS.    *tp   .)(£,,£2)| <c/*(x,,x2),
(ii,',)er,(jc,)
(ft ,i2)er2(^2)

with c independent of (sx ,s2), where /* denotes the "grand" maximal function

defined by

l*(xx,x2)= sup \(l*e     )(ix,i2)\,
(ft,r,)6r,(x,),,= l,2

s/ being the collection of Schwartz functions 8 for which a sufficiently large

number of Schwartz seminorms are bounded by a fixed constant A .

We will show that

Vs¡,S2*<Ptl,l2 = eui,u2'    ui = max{si,t¡},       i =1,2,

where 8 e si   (although  8  may depend on  t¡,s¿).   This will suffice since

(y¡, t¡) e T¡(x¡) implies that (y¡, u¡) e T(.(x(.). By checking Fourier transforms,

it is easy to see that

w       * m,   .  = (w   .       .    * tp   .       ,   ) = 8
*S,,S2       rt,,t2 ^^ï|/«| ,5-2/«2        Yt,/ti, ,'2/"2y»l ,«2 Mi ,«2 '
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where

e = ^,A**ïiJ2'    5/ = V"/>    ~ti = ti/ui>       i =1,2.

Note that max{s. ,7,} =1 for i = 1,2. Thus, letting ||| • |llm denote the mth
Schwartz norm, i.e,

, j /   o   \ k

sup
(*l ,x2)

0<j,k<m

:i + ix, '1 + Ijc,
_d_

dx,

d

dx.
8(xx,x2)

it is enough to show that

UK ,,2 * fh ,,JIL ^ A    when maxis, y ',} = l y » = 1,2,

with /I independent of ^ , /(.

Letting r(. = min{s., i;} , / = 1,2, we see that there are four cases:

(1) rx = tx < sx = 1    and   r2 = t2 < s2 = 1 ;

(2) r, = ij < sx = 1    and   r2 = s2 < /2 = 1 ;

(3) rx= sx<tx = I    and   r2 = t2 < s2 = 1 ;

(4) r, = sx < tx = 1    and   r2 = s2 < t2 = 1.

Since (1) and (4) are similar and (2) and (3) are similar, we shall consider only

(1) and (2). In case (1),

iV/*<Prl ,r2)(*l >*2) = J   V(XX "il »*2 - ^r, ,r2(<M »<*) ̂ 1^2 '

and since |||yr(. -{,',. -^)|||m < Hklllm(l + |í,|)w(l + |É2|)W . we have

lllr-^JU^IIIrllL/ii + Kjrii + feirif^«,,«!^,^.

Changing variables in the integral and using  0  <   rx, r2   <   1   we obtain

\\\y" * Pr r Him - clll^lllm  w*m c = Cq> m  independent of rx,r2.   In case 2,

write

Thus,

HIV

(Vl,r2 *Pr,,l)(*I '*2) =/^l,r2(*l " Í] '^2>^r, ,1^1 » *2 ~ ^2> ^1^2 "

</ll^.,r2(--^^2)IIU,R1|ll^,,l^>--Í2)lllm,R1^.^2>1 ,r2      Vr ,HNm

where lm,R' denotes the mth Schwartz seminorm of a function of one

variable. In particular, for any N, there is a constant c independent of r, and

r2 such that the last integral is bounded by

c\\m

I
< c

:i + ií,

m

i/1 + ö
O + Wf (i + ̂ #,</&

by changing variables, using 0 < r. ,r2 < 1  and choosing N > m + 2.  This

,(2)shows that f   (í¡ ,í2) e Tf^-    for each s, ,s2 > 0.
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It follows that the one-dimensional distribution defined by

(5.5) (lx,tp) = I l(xx,sx;x2,s2)tp(xx)dxx,       tpeS"(Rx),

JP /D1belongs to H?Q ,„  , x ,(R ) for each sx ,s2 > 0 and a.e. x2, as we now show.

Pick tp e^R1) with tp > 0 and let lp(xx ,x2) = tp(xx)tp(x2). Then 7peS?(R2)

and since l(2)(sx ,s2) e Hp      , we have N-(l(2)(sx ,s2)) e Lp      , i.e.,

sup sup
(ft,íi)€rl(x,)(Í2,í2)Gr2(x2)

J  U Z(zi -5i ;z2's2)^,(^i - zi)dzx)tpl2(Ç2 - z2)dz2\

However, this double supremum exceeds a positive constant times

sup        / l(zx,sx;x2,s2)tp (f, -zx)di
(ft.íOGr,^,)!

'■zx

Thus, by Fubini's theorem, the last expression belongs to LpQ,Pw, x)(R ) for

a.e. x2, as desired. A similar fact holds for the other variable.

We can now complete the proof of the second claim (ii) made earlier.  By

above, the distribution lx defined in (5.5) belongs to 77^ ,„  . x ,(R ) for a.e.

x2. Also, since l(-,sx ;x2,s2) e ^q\Pwi. X2)(R ) f°r a-e- *2 > we have from tne

one-dimensional theory in [7] that the distribution defined by

(l2,tp) = f l(xx,sx;x2,s2)[tp(xx)-^'(xx)]dxx,       tpeS^(Rx),

belongs to H\q\Pw,. x AR1) » and therefore, so does lx - l2. Since

(/, -l2,tp) = j l(xx,sx;x2, s2)^' (x, ) dxx,

we see that /, - l2 has compact support, and it follows from Lemma (2.3) that

/[ - l2 = 0.  Now choosing tpk e ^(R1 ) such that â0^ (x, ) = xf for each

k = 0, ... ,NX - I  (e.g., let tpk(xx) = xxp(xx) where p eSi'(Rx) and p = 1

on a set containing all the roots of Q. (x, )), we obtain

/

iv-"-p

l(xx, sx ; x2, s2)xx dxx = 0,       k = 0,1, ... ,NX- 1,

for a.e. x2, as desired. A similar fact holds for the variable x2. This completes

the proof of claim (ii), and so also of Theorem 2.

6. Proof of Theorem 3

Let / and tp satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3, and let

/(Í ,t) = f f(z)[tpt(t - z) - ^..p)] dz,
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£ = (£,x ,Ç2), t = (tx, t2). Suppose first that tp has compact support. Note that

if z = (z,, z2) then

^iit_.)(z) = Qx(zx)Q2(z2)3yQ>3°2

„ [<Ptl,/2(¿i -Vi>¿2-z2)-<Ptl,Sx -zxyt2-y2)-<ph,„«;, -y,,t2-y2)\

I C^i-J',)^-^) J"
If x = (X[,x2) does not lie on any line x, = ax or x2 = a2, where a,

and a2 denote roots of Qx and ß2 respectively, then |£(. - a-|/7- -» oo as

(£,- , f() —» x(,i = 1,2, for each root ai. Therefore, since tp has compact

support, we see that ^,(_.Az) = 0 for (<*., t¡) close to x¡, i = 1,2, for such

x (in fact, each of the three terms of &> is zero), and consequently,

f(Ç,t) = ff(z)tpt(i-z)dz

for such x and (Ç,t). This expression converges nontangentially in the product

sense to f(x)ftp a.e. by standard facts about "strong" differentiability since

3q > 1 so that / is locally in Lq away from the lines x( = ai : in fact, away

from these lines |ß,| and |ß2| are bounded below away from zero, so that

/ e Lpw there; thus, / is locally in Lq there for some q > 1 since w e A

for some e > 0.

In case tp does not have compact support, let r > 0 and write

tp(x) = p(rx)tp(x) + (l- p(rx))tp(x) = tp(x) + Y(x),

where p is a smooth truncation with p(x) = 1 for |x| < 1, p(x) = 0 for |x| >

2, and p e C°° . For fixed r, tp has compact support and the corresponding

extension f(Ç, t) converges nontangentially to f(x) J ip a.e. by the previous

case. Moreover, as r —► 0 we see that / ip —> f tp and that the constant A * M

defined in Lemma (3.4) tends to zero. Hence, to prove the theorem, it is enough

to show that for M > 1 and a.e. x, there is a finite number cx , M such that

N(f)(x) < cx r MA M . However, from the proof of Theorem 1, N(f)(x) is

bounded by a sum of terms of the type in (4.1), one term for each pair ax ,a2

of roots. Note that A M is a factor on the right in (4.1). Moreover, as shown

in the argument following (4.1), the remaining factor in (4.1) belongs to Lpu if

M > 1 ; in particular, this factor is finite a.e., and the proof is complete.

7. Proof of Theorem 4

Let f e Lpu and let f(x, t) be the extension formed by using a convolver tp

with ftp = 1. By the proof of Theorem 2 (see (ii) in §5), f(x,t) has one di-

mensional x(-moments of order < A/ - 1 equal to zero for ï = 1,2. Moreover,

f(x ,t) e Lx as a function of x by (5.3). Also, by Theorem 3, f(x, t) converges

pointwise a.e. to f(x) as / —► 0, and since supf>0|f(x,/)| € Lpu by Theorem

1, we see from the dominated convergence theorem that f(x, t) —» f(x) in LPU
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as t —y 0. Thus, we may assume from the start that f e LpuxxL   and that /

satisfies
roo

/oo roo

f(xx, x2)xx ' dxx = /     f(xx, x2)x2 dx2
-oo J—oo

•ILf(xx ,x2)x,'x22 dxx dx2 = 0
R2

for kx =0,1, ... ,NX and k2 = 0,l, ... ,N2.

Let us show that if t = (tx, t2) and if either tx or t2 —y oo, then f(x, f)

in Lpu . By definition of N(f), we have

v X/P

l/(*'01 - ( T7T   , \dzdz //*>-*i«. W)*"^I JJ|z,-*,i<i, uazxaz2 j j|Z2_X2|</2
|z2-X2|<(2

*"7-£-TT^II/lk^0

(jj|*i-*il<ti«**lrfz2)
\       |z2-X2|</2 /

as either i, or i2 -» oo since u satisfies the doubling condition in each vari-

able. This shows pointwise convergence; norm convergence follows from the

dominated convergence theorem since sup(i h>0 \f(x, t)\ < N(f)(x).

Now suppose in addition that the convolution function tp is a product

tpx(xx)tp2(x2) of one-dimensional functions with 0¡(x¡) compactly supported

and equal to 1 near x( = 0. Let us write f(x, t) = F t(xx ,x2). Note that due

to the moment conditions on /,

Fh,tSxx 'x2) = fj /i*!»**)**, A(*i - zi yx2 - z2)dzxdz2,

and therefore, since f e L ,

^I,f2(*l'*2) =/(*1^2)^l(íl-Xl)^2(í2X2)-

Now, for tx, t2 small and Tx, T2 large, let

G = Ft\ ,t2 ~ • <i Ji ~ FT, ,h + FT, ,T2 •

Note that

G(xx ,x2) = f(xx,x2)[ipx(txxx)02(t2x2) - 0x(txxx)tp2(T2x2)

- tpx(Txxx)ip2(t2x2) + tpx(Txxx)tp2(T2x2)].

Since ipi = 1 near x( = 0 and ipi has compact support, it follows that G

vanishes near both axes and that G has compact support. Also,

\\G-f\\Li<   ̂ ,,2-/^  +  1^,7-2^

-i- Il F      II     -x- \\F       II+ ll-rr,,f2N¿j + llrr, .Fj "¿j-

The first term on the right is small if tx, t2 are small. With tx, t2 fixed, each

of the remaining three terms on the right is small if Tx, T2 are large. Thus, G
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has all the required properties except that G and its derivatives may not decay

at oo. Note that G e C°° . Let y/ e C0°° and ^(0,0) = 1 . Define 77, by

G*t V(j,j)/

Then H( has compact support and vanishes near the axes when t is small.

Also, Ht e C°° , so that HteS? and, consequently, 77( e 5?. Finally, since

Ht(xx ,x2) = G(xx ,x2)\p(txx,tx2)

and ip is bounded and y/(txx ,tx2) —► y (0,0) =1 as t —> 0, it follows that

77, —y G in Lpu. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

8. Proof of Theorem 5

To prove the first half of Theorem 5, suppose that f e Lpu  with  u =

(l + |x1|)i/|P(l + |x2|)d2/'|ß|p'u;, ß = ß,(x1)ß2(x2) and w e Ap for rectangles.

Suppose also that / satisfies

(8.1) f°° f(xx ,x2)ß,(x1)xf' dxx = f°° f(xx ,x2)Q2(x2)xk2dx2 = 0
J — oo J— oo

for a.e. x2 and a.e. x,, respectively, and for kx = 0,1, ... ,dx - 1 and k2 =

0,1, ... ,d2- 1. We wish to show that the distribution / defined by

(l,tp)= f f(z)[tp(z)-^(z)]dz,       <pe<¥>(R2),

satisfies leHp with ||/||„, <c||/||„.
ii nu l.u

Let us first show that the integrals in (8.1) are well-defined a.e. It is easy to

see that

(8.2) ff \f(xx ,x2)||ß1(x1)||ß2(x2)|(l + \xx\f-X(l + \x2\f-X dxxdx2 < oo

if / e Lpu since by Holder's inequality the integral is at most

,-i/(p-i)

(l + \xx\f(l + \x2\Y'

which is finite by (3.2). It then follows from Fubini's theorem that the integrals

in (8.1) converge absolutely a.e.

u

L°    II (l + \x,\)p'(l + \xA)pl dXxdXl

Since

/i       i     \\d\Pi,       i     \\d2p       .       i     \d\p   ,   ,     ¡d2p   ,   i   d\    d2,p
(1 + |x,|) '^(1 + |x2|) w « 1 + |x,|     +|x2| 2P + \xx x22r :

the fact that / 6 Lpu implies that / also belongs to each of Lpu., f = 1,2,3,4,

where ux = \QxQ2\pw, u2 = \xfQx\p\Q2\pw, u3 = |f2,|p|j:*ß2|,'ti; and u4 =

l*f'ß,\"l*22Q2\"w. Moreover,

lS « £11/11/-
7=1
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From Theorem 2, / defines four distributions I., j = 1,2, 3,4 , by

(ll,f)=-fñ9-0PAb}dx,

(l2,tp)= f f[tp-^fQi'Ql]dx,

V3,9) = j' f[<p-^x'X2lQl]dx,

(U,9) = j' f[Y-^fQx4lQl]dx,

and ||/||^ < c||/||¿p   for each j. In particular, ||/H^ < c||/||L/> for each j.
J U : U i J U j u

We claim that l{ = l2 = /3 = /4 . Taking this momentarily for granted and calling

the common value /, it follows that I e Hp and M\\„P « Y\ \\1\\hp < f||/||,p,

as desired.

To verify the claim, we will show that lx = /4 ; the proofs that lx = l2 and

/, = /3 are similar. We have

</,,*} - (l4y<P) = f fi[&fQ['4lQl -^'Q2]dx

= ///Ö1ö2{/Jd|_1(*1)^2_1(x2) + JPrf2_1(x2)(?,i_1(x1)}öxli/x2

by Lemma (2.7), where Pd _, and Pd _, are polynomials of degrees dx - 1

and d2 - 1,and

|C7a._1(x1)|<c(l + |x1|)¿'-1,

l^2-l(X2)l<^(1 + l^2l)C/2"1-

The last integral converges absolutely by (8.2), and we may rewrite the integral

by using Fubini's theorem as

x \

f(xx ,x2)Qx(xx)Pd[_x(xx)dxx I Q2(x2)Gdi_x(x2)dx2
OO /

+ J     (J    fix{,x2)Q2(x2)Pd2_x(x2)dx2\Qx(xx)Gdi_x(xx)dxx.

The inner integrals in both these terms vanish for a.e. x2 and for a.e. x, ,

respectively, by (8.1), and the claim follows. This completes half of the proof

of Theorem 5.

To prove the other half, let / be any element of 77^ . Then, with u   defined

as above, / e f]J=x Hp . By Theorem 2, there exist f e Lp   for each j such

/:/
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that

(ly<P)=ffl[Y-^l'Q2]dx

= ff2lY-^>Qi'Q2]dx

= fh\9-^^Ql]dx

= fU<p-^Q"xi2Q2]dx

and \\f:\\rp  <c\\l\\„p <c||/||„, for each j. Choosing tp to be supported away

from the lines corresponding to zeros of xi 'ß(, / = 1,2, we see that

goQ\,0.2 _ gax^ Q, ,02 _ <pQ.\ ,xd22Q2 _ ggxf1 (2, ,xd22Q2 _ 0
d

<?

and that

J fi<P = J f2<P = J f3<P = j f4<P■

Therefore, fx = f2 = f3 = f4 a.e. If we call this common value /, we see that

L,<c£||/||L,  <c\\1\\h>-

It remains to show that  / satisfies the moment conditions (8.1).    Pick

tp(xx ,x2) to be a product of one-dimensional functions:

tp(xx,x2) = tpx(xx)tp2(x2).

In this case, by (1.2),

<P -^f'ß2 = [tpx(xx)-^(xx)][tp2(x2)-^2(x2)],

and similar formulas hold for tp - 3°^ öl 'Ö2, etc. Thus, by subtracting the

first and second representations of (/, tp) above, and also the first and third

representations, we obtain both

///(*, ,*2)[<,''ei(*,)-<'(*,)][<P2(x2) -^2(x2)]dxx dx2 = 0

and

///(*, yX2)[tpx(xx)-^;(xx)][&;¡Q2(x2)-^22(x2)]dxx dx2 = 0.

Consider the first of these with tpx(xx) = x,'ß1(x1)p(x1) for kx =0,1,...,

dx - 1 and p e C^° with p = 1 near the zeros of xx ' Qx (x, ). Then, by Lemma

(2.5) of [7],

p*ï G. = gd 0, =    *. Q     and    «0, = ^0, 0
<P\ xk¡Q¡ '        ' <"1 JC,'Ql
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Consequently,

fff(xx,x2)xklQx(xx)[tp2(x2)-^2(x2)]dxx dx2 = 0.

Since tp2 is arbitrary and ¿f°*f2(x2) = 0 if tp2 is supported away from the zeros

of ß2 , it follows that

/     f(xx, x2)xf' ß, (x, ) dxx = 0   a.e. x2.
J —oo

Similarly,

/     f(xx ,x2)x2Q2(x2)dx2 = 0   a.e. x¡
J — OO

if k2 = 0,1, ... ,d2- I. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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